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Tremendous recent progress 
measuring the CMB damping tail

Keisler+ 
Small scales provide 
additional constraints 
on 

★ Helium abundance
★ ns & running
★ neutrinos  



..and beyond
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Statistical detection of the SZE by searching 
for anisotropy power at small angular scales

10deg
simulated tsz map (Shaw+, 09)

Sensitive to both the abundance of collapsed structures 
and the thermal pressure of the intra-cluster medium 

Amplitude of SZ power spectrum is particularly 
sensitive to matter power spectrum normalization

thermal SZ

kinetic SZ

primary cmb



Halo model approach to calculating the tSZ 
power spectrum
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Calculate SZ power spectrum by integrating the mass function 
over M and z, weighted by cluster signal at a given angular scale.

volume integral

cluster mass function

Fourier transform of projected 
gas thermal pressure profiles



Where does tSZ power come from?

50%

90%

10%

Low mass, high redshift contribution significant.

distribution of power at ell = 3000

Shaw+ (10)

(~3.6’)



Modelling the tSZ Power Spectrum

★ Gas resides in hydrostatic equilibrium in NFW dark matter halos with 
polytropic EoS

★ Assume some gas has radiatively cooled + formed stars. Stellar mass 
fraction constrained by observed relations [Giodini+ (09), Gonzalez+ (07)]

★ Include simple parameterization for energy feedback from AGN and non-
thermal pressure support (random gas motions)

• Assume feedback energy proportional to stellar mass
• non-thermal pressure calibrated from hydrodynamical simulations.

Simple parameterized model, calibrated to observations and 
including cosmological scaling            [Shaw+ (10), Ostriker+ (05)]



Impact of cluster physics on the SZ Power Spectrum

no feedback

high feedback

feedback effects power 
spectrum on  small scales

non-thermal pressure 
suppresses power 
principally on large scales

fiducial model
all @ 146Ghz

increasing non-
thermal pressure

Shaw+ (10)

(small scales)(large scales)

see shaw+10, battaglia+10, trac+10
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The kinetic SZ signal

optical depth 

fluctuations in free electron momentum along l.o.s
redshift of reionization

• kSZ from EoR driven by coupling of       &      to large-scale velocity flows
• “post-reionization” component generated solely by 



The kinetic SZ signal

optical depth 

fluctuations in free electron momentum along l.o.s
redshift of reionization

fluctuations in ionized fraction baryon density fluctuations

• kSZ from EoR driven by coupling of       &      to large-scale velocity flows
• “post-reionization” component generated solely by 



kSZ from Reionization

★ Fluctuations in the ionized fraction during reionization can produce a 
significant kinetic SZ signal, 

★ Magnitude of “patchy” kSZ signal is approximately proportional to the 
redshift duration of reionization, 

★ kSZ amplitude is only sensitive to duration. Optical depth provides 
estimated of mean redshift of reionization.
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“Post-reionization” kSZ

• non-linear structure boosts kSZ signal by factor of ~2

• uncertainty in post-reionization kSZ is ~1 uK2 (for fixed cosmology)

shaw+11

full, non-linear signal

linear theory signal
(Ostriker-Vishniac)

‘simulation calibrated’
(hydro+csf)
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South Pole Telescope measurements of kSZ

12

WMAP (    constraint) alone

WMAP + SPT (i.e. kSZ +     )

Reichardt+11

zend defined as redshift at which xe = 0.99

(95% conf)

kSZ constraints limit the 
duration of reionization, ruling 
out extended reionization 
models
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Comparison with other EoR measurements
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Summary
• SPT is probing the CMB temperature power spectrum out to angular 

scales of l = 10,000

– more recent measurements constrained amplitude of thermal SZ amplitude at     
Dl = 3.65 +- 0.69 uK2 (153 GHz)

– kSZ power remains undetected. However, SPT upper limits imply that its 
amplitude is small (~< 3 uK2  at 95% confidence)

• tSZ power spectrum amplitude consistent with latest models and 
simulations. Large theoretical uncertainty in high-z, low-M cluster 
pressure inhibits precise       constraints

• kSZ power spectrum limits have provided the first constraints on 
the duration of reionization, with 6 < zrei < 13 at 95% confidence

• SPT combined Planck + Herschel data will significantly improve 
limits 



δDM ->  δe ; Non-radiative sims

density 
fluctuations 
suppressed 
at k > 10 due 
to thermal 
pressure of 
gas

z=4    0

Hydro simulations performed using ART (D. Rudd, D. Nagai)



δDM ->  δe; radiative cooling + star 
formation

z = 4 -> 0
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lower gas fraction in halos reduces
amplitude of two-halo contribution
to power spectrum

large scales



δDM ->  δe; radiative cooling + star 
formation

z = 4 -> 0

cooling produces 
dense clumps of 
gas in halo cores

which gradually 
cool and form 
stars

small scales

lower gas fraction in halos reduces
amplitude of two-halo contribution
to power spectrum

large scales



Comparison with simulations

non-radiative 
hydrosims by K. Dolag 
and the MareNostrum 
Shaw+ (10) model with 
no star-formation / 
feedback

Hydro simulations 
including cooling, star-
formation and AGN 
feedback (Battaglia et al.) 
Shaw+ (10) fiducial model
including feedback/non-
thermal pressure

Model can reproduce results of hydro-simulations that 
incorporate different levels of ICM physics



Comparison with X-ray observations

increasing 
non-thermal 
pressure

blue: Arnaud+ (09)

Good match to 
pressure profiles 
measured by XMM

Baryon fraction 
constrains feedback

mass - gas fraction relation

blue: Sun+ (09)
red:  Vikhlinin+ (09)

increasing 
feedback

HSE



momentum power spectrum, 
simulation
full model

truncated model

“large” 250 Mpc/h box

simulations miss velocity modes 
due to limited box size

need large boxes (> 500 Gpc/h) to fully capture velocity modes



momentum power spectrum, 
simulation
full model

truncated model

“large” 250 Mpc/h box

simulations miss velocity modes 
due to limited box size

need large boxes (> 500 Gpc/h) to fully capture velocity modes

“small” 60 Mpc/h box



Modelling the tSZ Power Spectrum

★ Gas resides in hydrostatic equilibrium in NFW dark matter halos with 
polytropic EoS

★ Assume some gas has radiatively cooled + formed stars. Stellar mass 
fraction constrained by observed relations [Giodini+ (09), Gonzalez+ (07)]

★ Include simple parameterization for energy feedback from AGN. Assume 
feedback energy proportional to stellar mass

Simple parameterized model, calibrated to observations and 
including cosmological scaling            [Shaw+ (10), Ostriker+ (05)]

(calibrated by comparing to X-ray obs.)



Including non-thermal pressure support

Hydrodynamical simulations demonstrate 
significant levels of bulk/turbulent motions in ICM.

18% at R500 and z = 0 

calibrate params with hydro sims

Pnt enhanced at high z, and at larger radii

where

21
r/R500

1.50.5

AMR simulations of 16 groups and clusters

assume

Lau+ 09
Battaglia+11



The kinetic SZ power spectrum
curl component of momentum field

electron density PS

velocity PS 

mode coupling

kSZ 
power
spectrum

[Vishniac (87), Zhang+(04), Ma&Fry (02), Hu (00), Jaffe+(98)]

NL
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non-linear contribution

non-linear structure formation boosts contribution at z < 2 and 
scales k > 1 h/Mpc

Full non-linear model

linear theory only
(“Ostriker-Vishniac 
effect”)

25%
50%

75%

size-distance relation for ell = 3000 (3.6’)

contribution from density fluctuations at scale, k [h / Mpc]


